One can distinguish two types of contributions to the quark and gluon structure functions of hadrons in quantum chromodynamics: "intrinsic" contributions, which are due to the direct scattering on the bound-state constituents, and "extrinsic" contributions, which are derived from particles created in the collision. In this talk, I discuss several aspects of deep inelastic structure functions in which the bound-state structure of the proton plays a crucial role:
INTRODUCTION
The main focus of HERA physics will be the measurements of the quark and gluon structure of the proton. Even at the very small values of XBJ which can be probed at HERA, the QCD predictions for structure functions still depend strongly on the input quark and gluon distributions associated with the bound-state structure of the proton.
In this talk I will distinguish two separate contributions to deep inelastic lepton-proton scattering: intrinsic (bound-state) and eztrinsic structure functions. The extrinsic contributions are created by the virtual strong interactions of the lepton and would be present even if the quark fields of the proton were charge-less. The intrinsic bound-valence quark contributions are due to the electron scattering on the quarks described by the proton wavefunction; a complete calculation of these contributions would require solving the bound state problem in QCD. As I shall discuss here, both the Pomeron and leading Reggeon contributions are absent in the bound valence-quark distributions.
The leading Regge contributions are thus associated with particles created by the photon-hadron scattering reaction, processes extrinsic to the bound state physics of the target hadron itself.
Despite our confidence that QCD is the correct t.heory of strong interactions, there are very few definitive theoretical predictions for the non-perturbative boundstate quark and gluon distributions which can be directly derived from the theory, although some constraints on the non-perturbative structure of the proton have been obtained using bag models, quark-diquark schemes, QCD sum rules, non-relativistic quark models, and lattice gauge theory. The application of DLCQ to gauge theory in threespace and one-time dimensions is a much more challenging computational task, but progress has recently been made obtaining the spectrum of QED in the strong coupling domain.
In the following sections, I will discuss a number of general features of bound-state distributions for intrinsic gluons, bound-valence quarks, and intrinsic heavy-quark states. I will also discuss a new approach to shadowing and anti-shadowing in nuclear structure functions, which analytically relates these phenomena to quark and antiquark nucleon scattering processes.
THE INTRINSIC GLUON DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROTON
The gluon distribution of a hadron is often assumed to be radiatively generated from QCD evolution of the quark structure functions beginning at an initial scale Qi.
2 In such a model one assumes that there are no gluons in the hadron at a resolution scale below Qs. The evolution is completely incoherent; i.e. each quark in the hadron radiates independently.
However, as can be seen in the light-cone Hamiltonian approach, the higher Fock components of a bound state in QCD contain gluons at any resolution scale. the photon distribution in positronium, to first order in the fine structure constant cr. The analysis involves coherence between amplitudes in which the electron and positron couple to the photons. In the infrared limit this coherence in the neutral atom ensures a finite photon distribution.
In the QCD case, the analysis of the intrinsic gluon distribution of a hadron is essentially non-perturbative.
However, there are several theoretical constraints which limit its form:
1. In order to insure positivity of fragmentation functions, distribution functions Ga,b(x) must behave as an odd or even power of (1 -x) however, for equal partition of the hadron's momentum among its constituents, we show that
where N, is the number of valence quarks.
4. In the x + 1 limit, the stuck quark is far off-shell so that one can use perturbation theory to characterize the threshold dependence of the structure functions. We find for three-quark bound states
Thus G-(x) + C(l -x)~ at x N 1. This is equivalent to the spectator-counting rule developed in
We can write down a simple analytic model for the intrinsic gluon distribution in the nucleon which incor-porates all of the above constraints:
In this model the momentum fraction carried by intrinsic gluons in the nucleon is (xg) = &r dxxG ( It is well-known that the leading power at x N 1 is increased when QCD evolution is taken into account.
The change in power is A recent determination of the unpolarized gluon distribution of the proton at Q2 = 2 GeV2 using direct photon and deep inelastic data has been given in Ref.
9. The best fit over the interval 0.05 5 z 5 0.75 assuming the form zG(x,Q2 = 2 GeV') = A(1 -5)s' gives q9 = 3.9 f 0.11(+0. 8 -0.6) , where the errors in parenthesis allow for systematic uncertainties. This result is compatible with the prediction q9 = 4 for the intrinsic gluon distribution at the bound-state scale, allowing for the increase in the power due to evolution. HERA experiments could provide a definitive check on the shape and large-x behavior of the gluon structure function.
BOUND VALENCE-QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS
An important concept in the description of any bound state is the definition of "valence" constituents.
In atomic physics the term "valence electrons" refers to We then define the bound valence-structure function of the proton from the difference between scattering on the physical proton minus the scattering on the chargeless proton, in analogy to an "empty target" subtraction: Fig. 2 . 7'F -@Ei), up to a phase. This is also equal, by crossing symmetry, to the helicity-summed squared amplitude for (c) -y*(uu) -dp, with s and u interchanged. 
INTRINSIC CHARM-QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS
There are a number of striking anomalies in the data2' for charm production which cannot be readily explained by conventional fusion subprocesses.
The EMC data2r for the charm structure function
of the nucleon appears to be too high at large XBj.
The LEBC bubble chamber data 22 for charm pro- The NA-3 data24 for J/$ production in pionnucleus and proton-nucleus collisions can be represented as two components: a normal contribution in the central region which is almost additive in nuclear number that can be accounted for by gg + cz and+ cz fusion, and a second 'diffractive contribution" which dominates at large rF and is strongly shadowed. This last contribution indicates that high momentum cz systems are being produced on the surface of the nuclear target.
It is difficult to understand any of these anomolies, particularly the production of high zF charmonium unless the proton itself has an intrinsic charm contribu- In the case of virtual photoabsorption, the photon converts to apair at a distance before the target proportional to w = 5-l = 2p . q/Q2 in the labora-tory frame. In a physical gauge, such as the light-cone A+ = 0 gauge, the final-state interactions of the quark can be neglected in the Bjorken limit, and effectively only the anti-quark interacts. The nuclear structure function Fe producing quark q can then be written as an integral 43, 44 Our analysis provides the input or starting point for the log Q2 evolution of the deep inelastic structure functions, as given for example by Mueller and QiuP'
The parameters for the effective q-nucleon cross section required to understand shadowing phenomena provide important information on the interactions of quarks in nuclear matter. This analysis also has implications of the nature of particle production for virtual photoabsorption in nuclei. At high Q2 and x > 0.3, hadron production should be uniform throughout the nucleus.
At low x where shadowing occurs, the inelastic reaction occurs mainly at the front surface. These features can be examined in detail by studying non-additive multiparticle correlations in both the target and current fragmentation region. It should also be emphasized that the same types of multi-scattering "fan" diagrams also appear in the analysis of the saturation of the gluon distribution at small 24'
The results for the effective number of nucleons 
